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Sophistication of cyber attacks
Cyber Defense Against Advanced Threats

State-of-the-art cyber attacks are designed to get around the protection provided by traditional security solutions. These attacks are becoming 

more frequent and more sophisticated as hackers become more professionalized. It is also a result of a lack of focus on correcting security 

vulnerabilities. Because of this, traditional protection platforms (EPPs) are not enough. This is because they do not provide detailed enough 

visibility into the processes and applications running on corporate networks. What’s more, some EDR solutions, far from solving anything, create 

greater stress and increase security admin workloads by delegating the responsibility for managing alerts and forcing them to manually classify 

threats.

AI as disruptive innovation in security
The Zero-Trust Application Service is a managed service included as part of the WatchGuard EPDR and WatchGuard EDR solutions. This service 

classifies applications as either malware or as trusted, and then only lets trusted applications execute on each endpoint. Since it is a fully 

automated service, it does not require any input or decision from the end user or from the security analysts or IT teams.

The service classifies 100% of running processes in real time, monitors endpoint activity, and blocks the execution of applications and malicious 

processes (pre-execution, in-execution and post-execution).

The Zero-Trust Application Service has three key components:

1. Continuous monitoring of endpoint activity from a Cloud-native platform. 

The activity of every application at the endpoint, regardless of its nature, is monitored and sent to the Cloud for continuous classification. This 

way, malware executions, and even sophisticated threats such as supply chain attacks, can be prevented.

The Zero-Trust Application Service enables a deny-by-default position to any process running on the endpoint, avoiding the execution of 

potential damaging applications and malicious processes. For each execution, it sends out a real-time classification verdict, malicious or 

legitimate, with no uncertainty and without delegating any manual process to the client. This classification process allows the execution of 

applications classified as legitimate, but what happens if a legitimate application turns into malware over time?

In many cases, legitimate software is co-opted into performing malicious actions for financial gain, including some from prestigious software 

firms.

These anomalous behaviors of seemingly legitimate software are reclassified thanks to the continuous monitoring and reassessment that is 

carried out in our Big Data platform.

2. Automated, AI-based classification. 

Automated classifications are made in a Cloud-based AI system, where an array of multiple machine-learning (ML) algorithms process 

hundreds of static, behavioral and context attributes are processed in real time. Attributes are extracted from the telemetry of the protected 

environment and from a set of physical sandboxes in which executable files are detonated.

Today, the rate of automated classification is 99.98%, so that only 0.02% of the processes need intervention from our experts. The AI 

classification system is therefore self-sufficient, scalable to large volumes of files, working in real time and without relying on any input from 

the end user.

Zero-Trust  
Application Service
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3.  Risk-based application control.

Refers to the modes of operation of the protection agent running at the endpoints.

There are two levels of protection:

• Hardening mode: default-deny for any unknown application or binary coming the outside (web downloads, email, removable media, 

remote locations, etc.).

• Lock mode: default-deny for any unknown application or binary, regardless of its origin (from the network, from within the endpoint 

itself, or from the outside). It ensures that all running processes are trusted.

WatchGuard Endpoint Security Collective Intelligence
This is another key component hosted in the Cloud that increases the efficiency of the Zero-Trust Application Service.

Collective Intelligence represents the consolidated and incremental knowledge repository of all applications, binaries and other files containing 

interpreted code, both trusted and malicious.

This repository in the Cloud is continuously fed by the AI system and by expert analysts, and at the same time is continuously being queried by 

the solutions and services of WatchGuard Endpoint Security prior to any execution.

How the Zero-Trust Application Service works:
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The graphic above shows how the technologies in the stack seamlessly work together, enabling the classification of all applications, binaries 
and files with interpreted code, in real time.

Deny List
FOR KNOWN
MALWARE

This classi�cation is 
based on our Collective 
Intelligence, which 
includes more than 2.4 
billion known malware.
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FOR KNOWN 
GOODWARE

Secondly, our Collective 
Intelligence also includes 
more than 3.3 billion known 
goodware to complement 
the classi�cation.
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Cybersecurity 
Experts
FOR NEW ATTACK PATTERNS

Finally, our malware analysts and 
threat hunters manually com-
plete the classi�cation process 
and enrich our algorithms.
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99.98% AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION 0.02% HUMAN CLASSIFICATION

100% of Processes Are Accurately Classi�ed

Machine Learning
FOR UNKNOWN 
PROCESSES

Next, our arti�cial intelligence 
and deep learning algorithms 
are in charge of boosting the 
automatic classi�cation.
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